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"ÆKOS prov¡des a new parad¡gm for
discovery, access and reuse of complex
ecological data us¡ng NCRIS investment.
Our completed milestones include a

national'information framework' for
ecologicaldata, a ground breaking
repository to store the full richness of
these data and an early concept version
of theÆKOS Data Portal. We've recently
released a Beta version of the portal to
seek feedback from the ecosystem
science community prior to releasing
our production portal "

- Craig Walker, Eco-informatics Director

An initiative of the Eco-informatics Facility at the University
of Adelaide funded by the Terrestrial Ecosystem Research
Network (www.tern org.au).

Access to Ecological Data

The Australlan Ecological Knowledge and Observation System
(ÆKOS) is an online repository for Australia's sophisticated
ecological data. ÆKOS is currently partnering with a range of
insiitutional data custodians to make ecological data more
widely available to researchers. lIs Submisslon Harmonization
and Retrieval of Ecological Data (SHaRED) tool will also cater
for individual researchers wanting to store and publish their
data.

The Challenge

For re-purposing to be viable, information needs to be stored
and presented in a manner that facilitates understanding of the
data and enables manipulation, Barriers that restrict re-use
include poor discoverability, access constraints, and a general
lack of necessary descriptive information around the data.
Studies have estimated that researchers may spend up to ZS%
of the total project time obtaining, interpreting, and then
reorganising and reformattinO data to suit their intended
purpose. The arduous nature of this process often makes data
re-use impractical - except where there is no alternative. our
goal is to create a system that enables researchers to
eff iciently work with the f ull richness of existing ecological data
so that the majority of their time can instead be spent
addressing the science.>

To enable rigorous interpretation, ecological data requires a knowledge of the
observation context (e.g. methods employed) as we// as other supporting

knowledge models such as theoretica/ underpinning and classification systems.
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I mproving discoverability

Most traditional data discovery portals contain 'metadata records' that users must search against using keywords
in order to find data of interest. These metadata searches can inadvertently miss results and frequently return
irrelevant material which must be screened and filtered manually.

ÆKOS has developed a different approach which utilises controlled vocabularies to let users explicitly target data
of potential interest. The system also semantically links related terms (e,9. kangarooand macropoa) as well as
supporting concept expansion (e.g. herbivore). ÆXOS treats data and metadata simply as parts of a continuum
of information meaning, for example, that users are able to search for features within individual observation
records (e.9. north facing study sites).

Richly structured metadata can however be generated and published for inclusion in other systems such as the
Australian Research Data Commons. This allows researchers to discover data via different pathways.
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Facilitating access

While many systems offer a facility to immediately download
data from within the portal, ÆKOS has implemented a number
of enhancements that further facilitate access. Firstly,
licence requirements and any terms of use for data are
presented upfront as part of the search results. lmportantly,
ÆKOS promotes open access to data and encourages
custodians to set terms that support this principal whenever
practical. This means that most data within the system is
freely available.

Data within ÆKOS is also mapped to a common information
model so that when users select data from across multiple
sources it can be downloaded in a consistent format.

Enabling comprehension

Ecological data is context dependent meaning that in order to
interpret the data it is necessary to understand the way it was
collected as well as details of any knowledge models or
classification systems used. All data within ÆKOS are
enriched with descriptive material detailing how the
observation was made, as well as defining all terminology
used. Any known omissions or statistical biases are also
highlighted.

The data itself is presented in a way that resembles a real
world view rather than an abstract lT format.

"Data incorporated ínto the ÆKOS
system is enrlched by tagginS it
with observational context as well
as mapping it to a common
information model that facilitates
comparison across different data
sources "
- David Turner, Eco-informatics Ecological

Data Manager

A prototype of the ÆKOS poftal featuring the
search interface and how results are initially

disp/ayed.

A prototype of the ÆKOS portal showrng
visualisation of data and contextual informafion
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TERN is supported by the Australian Government through the National Collaborative Research lnfrastructure Strategy and Super Science
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